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h i g h l i g h t s

• SB requires a new understanding of physical materials as computational agents.
• Biological materials may not be produced but induced.
• Biological state spaces include cell, and chemical and physical constraints.
• Synthetic biology represents a new opportunity for material ecologies.
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a b s t r a c t

This paper discusses the role that material ecologies might have in the emerging engineering paradigm
of Synthetic Biology (hereafter SB). In this paper we suggest that, as a result of the paradigm of SB, a
new way of considering the relationship between computation and material forms is needed, where
computation is embedded into the material elements themselves through genetic programming. The
paper discusses current trends to conceptualize SB in traditional engineering terms and contrast this
from design speculations in terms of ^bottom-up processes of emergence and ^self-organization. The papersuggests that, to reconcile these positions, it is necessary to think about the design of newmaterial systems
derived from engineering living organisms in terms of a state space of production. The paper analyses
this state space using the example of biomineralization, with illustrations from simple experiments on

^bacteria-induced calcium carbonate. The paper suggests a framework involving three interconnected
state spaces defined as: cellular (the control of structures within the cell structures within a cell, and
specifically DNA and its expression through the process of transcription and translation); chemical
(considered to occur outside the cell, but in the direct chemical interaction with the interior of the
cell itself); physical (which constitutes the physical forces and energy within the environment). We
also illustrate, in broad terms, how such spaces are interconnected. Finally the paper will conclude by
suggesting how a material ecologies approach might feature in the future development of SB.

© 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction1

Whereas the latter part of the twentieth century was trans-2

formed through information technologies, it is widely predicted3

that the 21st century world will be radically changed by the emer-4

gence of biotechnology. Biological systems exhibit a wide variety5
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of forms and functions, make highly efficient use of energy and 6

other resources, and are capable of processes such as programmed 7

^self-assembly and adaptability which are very difficult or, in some 8

cases, impossible to achieve using more traditional human engi- 9

neered systems. To this end, Synthetic Biology (hereafter SB) has 10

been heralded as an important technological and design paradigm, 11

enabling thedevelopment of complexmaterial systems. SB is, how- 12

ever, still regarded as an emerging engineering discipline [1] and 13

has yet to realize its full potential in terms of delivering complex 14

synthetic biological systems. 15

In this paper we suggest that, as a result of the paradigm 16

of SB, a new way of considering the relationship between com- 17

putation and material forms is needed, where computation is 18
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embedded into the material elements themselves through genetic1

programming. The theme of material ecologies proposes a tight2

coupling between computational simulation, material properties3

and the manufacture of material form. Furthermore, it is proposed4

that designmethods developed in the context ofmaterial ecologies5

may find, in a modified form, new applications for the creation of6

biological materials which are manufactured by living cells.7

This paper analyses the relationship between SB, material8

design and production through ^first, in Part Two, examining how9

SB can be approached as an engineering design discipline, and10

then contrasting this with more speculative discourses in design.11

This paper will then seek to rationalize these two apparently12

contradictory approaches by examining the distinction between13

emergence, ^self-organization and the state space of material14

assembly.15

Part Three will go on to describe the results of an experiment16

into biomineralization, the process by which living organisms in-17

duce the formation ofmineral crystals. The experimentwill be used18

to illustrate complexity in the creation of biological materials by19

showing the interrelationships between the living organism and20

its chemical and physical environment. This experiment,which ob-21

serves the process bywhich bacterial communities induce biomin-22

eralization, will be used to develop a design framework which23

describes biomineralization as a process ofmaterial fabrication and24

assembly. This framework is illustrated by proposing the design of25

a synthetic shell by controlling aspects of the state space of mate-26

rial production in the context of a biological system. The outcomes27

from a further, limited, experiment will be used to demonstrate28

the effect of such a state space intervention on different scales of29

material fabrication and assembly.30

Finally the paper will conclude by suggesting how a material31

ecologies approach might feature in the future development32

of SB.33

2. Synthetic biology in engineering and design34

While SB is a new discipline (significant citations to the sub-35

ject first appear in 2003 [2]) there is now a thriving debate on its36

status as a field of engineering and, more broadly, as a design disci-37

pline [1]. There are, however, two contrasting notions of SB which38

will be the focus here.39

2.1. Definitions of synthetic biology in science and engineering40

The purpose of SB, according to the Royal Academy of Engineer-41

ing, is ‘‘to design and engineer biologically based parts, novel devices42

and systems as well as redesigning existing, natural biological sys-43

tems’’ [3, p. 6]. SB is associated with molecular level manipulation44

of, often simple, organisms through genetic modification. Since45

the discovery of the structure of Deoxyribonucleic acid (hereafter46

DNA) by Watson and Crick in the 1950s, and the associated devel-47

opment of recombinant DNA in the 1970s, the knowledge of the48

role of DNA in defining the properties of cells, and thus the char-49

acteristics of all living organisms, has grown rapidly. Through the50

scientific discipline of Systems Biology we now have detailed de-51

scriptions of the mechanisms through which DNA is transcribed52

into messenger Ribonucleic acid (hereafter mRNA) to guide the53

production of protein molecules in protein factories called ribo-54

somes. These proteins act as machines which perform all the55

functions of living cells. We can now map entire genomes for in-56

dividual organisms and, increasingly, we are able to make associa-57

tions between specific DNA expression and the characteristics and58

behaviors of individual organisms.59

While DNA is often described as containing the blueprint of life,60

the relationship between DNA sequences, the expression of pro-61

teins and the characteristics of biological systems are significantly62

more complex than this analogy implies. While there are instances 63

of isolated gene sequences resulting in clearly defined character- 64

istics in an organism, much of what we understand in terms of 65

themorphology and behavior of biological systems is derived from 66

groups of different genes being expressed through the more com- 67

plex (compared to the genome) proteome—the entire population 68

of proteins produced by a cell or organism at particular growth 69

stages or in particular environments [4]. This means that Systems 70

Biology is a science of complexity, and reverse-engineering the re- 71

lationship between gene expression and their function within an 72

organism is very difficult. Where clear relationships between gene 73

expression and protein function are known, however, recombinant 74

DNA techniques can be used to, literally, cut and paste sequences 75

of DNA from one organism into another, and for the new host or- 76

ganism to bemodified by the expression of its new genes. A widely 77

publicized example of this is the transplantation of a gene from bi- 78

oluminescent jellyfish into mouse DNA to highlight the presence 79

of certain proteins in mice bodies [5]. 80

This process of genetic engineering offers a broad definition 81

of SB which is associated with the practices of copying DNA se- 82

quences from the genome of organisms and, through recombinant 83

DNA, importing the sequence from one organism to another, so 84

that the host organism exhibits some characteristic of the donor. 85

These practices are now routinely used within molecular biology 86

laboratories and there are already wide applications of genetically 87

modified organisms. There is, however, a stricter definition of SB 88

being proposed, which is based on a more formal conceptualiza- 89

tion of genetic modification as an engineering design process. Bi- 90

ological Systems, in this new context, are considered to be akin to 91

electrical systems with biological circuits [6,7]. 92

SB has become subject to wide ranging speculation in many 93

fields of design through initiatives such as the Synthetic Aesthetics 94

project [8,9]. SB has, however, been predominantly developed 95

through collaboration between molecular biology and computer 96

science. A highly influential approach to SB is emerging, which 97

conceptualizes biological systems in terms of the design of more 98

traditional forms of engineering. The emphasis of this approach is 99

to simplify the process of designing biological systems by: 100

1. Engaging with an engineering design cycle which includes 101

a clear set of requirements, design, implementation, testing, 102

verification and refinement with an emphasis on extensive 103

simulation and modeling throughout the process [6]. 104

2. Describing DNA sequences and their products as standardized, 105

^self-contained parts which are interchangeable and can be used 106

to construct genetic circuits for different functions [7]. 107

3. Bypassing complex ^lab-based practices of recombinant DNA 108

by using synthetically synthesized DNA (DNA which has been 109

coded and ‘printed out’ from a computer). 110

This framework has shown early successes, notably by enabling 111

a new generation of synthetic biologists to share and build upon 112

eachothers’work through competitions such as iGEM, and its sister 113

Repository of Standard Biological Parts. As the repository of parts 114

grows, it is suggested thatmore complex biological systemswill be 115

possible ^through the assembly of many parts [10]. 116

This approach to the design of biological systems is, however, 117

contested. Some suggest that complex biological networks cannot 118

be reduced and partitioned into^discrete parts [11] and this leads to 119

informal and often hidden SB practices. O’Malley [12], for example, 120

suggests that ‘While engineering certainly contributes to the practices 121

of synthetic biology, (. . . ) it is doing this in more complicated ways 122

than might be envisioned in the ‘‘pure’’ engineering ideal’. O’Malley 123

goes on to suggest than hidden behind public descriptions of SB are 124

processes which could be characterized as Kludging (i.e. klumsy, 125

lame, ugly, dumb, but also good enough^). These practices, she 126

argues, far from being a sign of failure should be seen as a ‘highly 127

creative and effective process’. 128
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Fig. 1. The ‘stack’ model of SB based on a hierarchy of assembly from a single DNA
sequence to a full system.

This debate about the nature of biological processes is reminis-1

cent of a long-standing argument between elementalism (study-2

ing systems through their reduction into ^atom-like parts) and3

organicism (the study of the system as an irreducible whole by4

recognizing the role of emergent complexity) [4,13,14]. In SB, an5

elementalist model would emphasis DNA as the site for design in-6

tervention. An organicist view, however, may require new designs7

to be considered from multiple possible perspectives and involve8

the manipulation of chemical, physical and cellular environments9

in concert with possible design outcomes which are emergent and10

difficult to describe with reference to the functional parts alone11

(see Fig. 1).Q212

2.2. Definitions of synthetic biology in architectural design13

In the context of science and engineering the dominant dis-14

course in SB, as described above, understands engineering biolog-15

ical systems as being akin to engineering mechanical or electronic16

systems with clear definitions of parts and their assembly, which17

can be expressed through functional hierarchies and, in turn, en-18

able abstraction and top-down specification. However, in other de-19

sign discourses, biological systems are deliberately distinguished20

from mechanical systems and from traditional methods of design21

and material articulation. The discourse on material ecologies, for22

example, deliberately seeks to understand engineered systems in23

nonlinear terms through a design process which considers fac-24

tors such as material performance, design intent, fabrication and25

environment as reciprocal and interrelated. For example, in Ox-26

man et al.’s work onmaterial computation, materials are described27

though surfaces of ‘continuous components’ such as tiles and 28

voxels, which represent cells and constitute both the material as- 29

semblage and processing units that adapt to inputs from their envi- 30

ronment [15]. This material model, which is based on observations 31

of real biological systems, acknowledges that material organiza- 32

tion in living systems ^is not designed but, rather, emerges from 33

constraints inherent in the materials themselves, and in their in- 34

teraction with the environment. This approach has been taken 35

even further in a design discourse which posits a ‘literal biolog- 36

ical paradigm’, suggesting that the designer (specifically the ar- 37

chitectural designer in this case) should ‘go beyond using shallow 38

biological metaphors or a superficial biomorphic formal repertoire’ 39

and, through architectures of synthetic life, understand the built 40

environment as ‘a synthetic life-form embedded within dynamic and 41

generative ecological relations’ [16, p. 18]. Furthermore, speculative 42

architectural designers [17–19] have suggested that a literal bi- 43

ological paradigm alters the relationship between representation 44

and designed object, enabling a design process more akin to culti- 45

vation than engineering. 46

When compared with the engineering approaches described 47

above there is, we argue, the potential to considerably extend our 48

current understanding of SB through approaches which recognize 49

^bottom-up and top-down approaches to the development of 50

material systems. 51

2.3. Emergence, self-organization and the state space of design 52

Themechanism bywhich biological systems organize and build 53

matter is generally understood as being ‘bottom up’. This approach 54

can be contrasted to ‘top-down’ human constructions, which tend 55

to realize ^from following a hierarchical and linear pattern of 56

information and decision making. Examples of this can be found 57

in architectural design processes, which follow a series of steps 58

that go from spatial design, to detail design tomaterial assembly. In 59

SB, however, the loose notion of ‘bottom up’ is unhelpful in that it 60

hides the importance of temporal and spatial scales in biological 61

systems. In the context of this study, it is worth distinguishing 62

between emergence, programmed self-organization and the state 63

space of design. 64

While both emergence and ^self-organization can occur at the 65

same time, (indeed emergence is most often seen as a form of 66

^self-organization), a distinction between both terms has been 67

developed by Wolf et al. where: 68

A system exhibits emergence when there are coherent emer- 69

gents at the macro-level that dynamically arise from the inter- 70

actions between the parts at the micro-level. Such emergents 71

are novel. . . (with regard to). . . the individual parts of the sys- 72

tem [20, p. 3]. 73

And ^self-organization is: 74

[. . . ] a dynamical and adaptive process where systems acquire 75

and maintain structure themselves, without external control 76

(p. 7). 77

Both emergence and self-organization occur together throughout 78

biological systems. Examples include the flocking patterns of birds 79

and can be illustrated through simple algorithms such as the Game 80

of Life, where the states of cells within a matrix, either dead or 81

alive, are determined by following simple rules which simulate 82

the effects of cell reproduction and death based on the proximity 83

of local cells. While the rules governing the state of individual 84

cells may be simple, the resulting dynamic patterns are complex— 85

leading to distinctive patterns in the clusters of cells which, for 86

example, appear to glide across the screen or devour other clusters. 87

It is, however, possible to have a system which is self-organizing 88

but not emergent, being derived from a requirement to replicate 89
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particular forms and patterns. The work of Griffiths, for example,1

shows how a series of plastic laser cut tiles, given magnetic edges2

and fed through a channel onto an air table, can ^self-assemble into3

basic shapes (in the demonstration this consisted of the letters4

M, I and T) [21,22]. Even when the desired state of the system5

is a result of the interaction of individual agents, it cannot be6

considered emergent as the design pattern is preconfigured. Yet7

the elements are self ^-assembled under the logic presented by8

Wolf et al. in that the behavior of the parts has been restricted9

‘to confine it to a smaller volume of its state space’ (7). Specifically,10

such systems represent programmed ^self-assembly in that the11

designer controls both the information contained in the system12

(in the Griffith example, the ways in which the tiles can joint to13

one another) and the space of interaction to achieve a desired and14

pre-designed outcome (for similar, ^three-dimensional approaches15

see [23]).16

Biological systems can be considered to be emergent in terms17

of their evolution, i.e. the process of variation and natural selection18

by which simple biological structures have evolved to become19

more complex over long periods of time and multiple generations.20

Taken out of the context of deep time, however, the development21

of an organism, whether plant or animal, appears to follow22

defined developmental paths leading to predictable patterns with23

variationswithin confined boundaries, unless subject to significant24

mutations. Biological organisms can, therefore, be considered25

to be operating and finding form on the basis of programmed26

self-assembly where the code is written through an emergent27

and evolutionary process. The state space of biological material28

construction is one of developmental constraints defined by both29

the organism and its environment. More accurately, as shown30

below, biological materials are produced through the interaction31

of a number of different state spaces.32

3. The state space of biomineralization33

In real biological systems we can consider the state space34

of material construction to be, broadly, the interaction between35

cells and their environment. However, whilst in ^material-based36

computation, as described above, the unit of computation (through37

which an environment is sensed) and the unit of material are38

considered to be the same, in some instances of biological material39

production this is not the case. In the process of biomineralization,40

for example, the cell inducesmaterial through a fabrication process41

which is performed outside the cell and is, to some extent,42

independent of it. For this reason, and because of the importance43

of biomineralization throughout the biological world, we suggest44

that understanding biomineralization gives insight into the state45

space of biological material construction.46

To help frame the argument, it is worth considering the case47

of abalone shells. Shells occupy an iconic status within design and48

have been used as an emblem of scale and proportion, as well as49

providing the material basis of many types of building materials.50

In addition, shell formation is a good example of the complex re-51

lationship between biological mechanisms, and the construction52

of inorganic materials through organic processes. An abalone con-53

structs its shell by first forming soft tissues throughmorphogenesis54

(the process bywhich the organism’s cells organize into tissue pat-55

terns). The organism ^does not build its shell directly. Instead, the56

tissues act like a scaffold that makes it possible for the abalone to57

alter the chemical composition of its outer surface, inducing cal-58

cium in its environment to combine with carbon and ^crystallize59

through the process of biomineralization. Furthermore, by altering60

the chemical environment through the addition of extra cellular61

substances, the shell shifts between different crystalline structures62

from the inner layer of flat plate-like crystals (sometimes referred63

to as mother of pearl) to the outer layer which is made up of verti- 64

cal crystals that create an exceptionally strong surface [24]. By con- 65

trolling this process, the abalone assembles a single material with 66

properties of a compositematerial and creates a structurewith sig- 67

nificant strength with very little expenditure of energy. 68

3.1. Biomineralization 69

Biomineralization occurs in a wide range of processes and or- 70

ganisms, from the formation of calcium phosphate bone in mam- 71

mals to calcium carbonate shells and teeth. Nature’s harnessing of 72

mineralization processes enables the creation of hard structures, 73

whichprovide properties not found in soft tissuewith lowamounts 74

of energy and maintenance [25]. 75

In many organisms, biomineralization is a highly refined 76

process derived from both chemical and physical control of crystal 77

nucleation and morphology, which creates intricate patterns and 78

structural variants. Resultant structures exhibit the properties of 79

functionally graded materials, despite being virtually chemically 80

homogeneous. As noted above, for example, abalone shells are 81

composed of two distinct layers of calcite-based substances with 82

a structurally robust outer ‘Prismatic’ layer, and a smooth but 83

brittle internal ‘Nacreous’ layer. While derived from the same 84

compound, these two layers have different crystalline structures 85

and orientations and there is evidence to suggest that, through the 86

release of extra cellular materials, abalones control the nucleation 87

of the crystals, as well as their orientation, size, and density [26]. 88

It is important to recognize, however, that the shell and its 89

composite structure is the result of processes which are, to some 90

extent, induced by the organism rather than produced (i.e. as the 91

result of an extra cellular reaction between the organism and its 92

environment). 93

Similar processes can be observed in a range of organisms in- 94

cluding simple,^single-celled bacteria. A number of bacteria strains, 95

notably for this study, Bacillus pasteurii and Bacillus megaterium 96

are known to change the conditions in a ^calcium-rich environment 97

such that calcium carbonate is crystallized. These bacteria live ex- 98

tensively in soils and have been studied in the context of soil pro- 99

cesses [27] and, along with calcium carbonate inducing bacteria, 100

are thought to have created the earliest form of fossils through 101

the remains of microbial mats known as ^stramatolites [28]. 102

^Bacterially induced CaCO3 has already been explored in the con- 103

text of built environment research, specifically in ‘^self-healing’ 104

concrete [29], a product that uses bacteria buried in concrete 105

aggregate to fill cracks in the material when exposed to air. The 106

possibility of using modified bacteria to repair existing concrete 107

has also been explored in Newcastle University’s Gold Medal win- 108

ning entry to MIT’s iGEM competition in 2010. Called BacillaFilla, 109

the team’s proposal was to engineer bacteria to swim into and re- 110

pair cracks in existing concrete structures [30]. 111

This background of research into ^bacteria-induced calcium 112

carbonate formation, combinedwith the relative simplicity of bac- 113

teria, makes them ideal as the basis for observing biomineraliza- 114

tion and speculating about design possibilities using SB. Because 115

biomineralization is already important in the production of build- 116

ing materials, there are clear applications that harness this process 117

in both the remediation of existing materials and, potentially, the 118

creation of new ones with little expenditure of energy. Whilst the 119

applications described above have had relatively little control of 120

the crystallization process itself, given the importance of crystal 121

morphology and configuration to the mechanical properties of, for 122

example, a shell, it is a reasonable hypothesis to suggest that by 123

mastering crystal growth and development we will be able to cre- 124

ate materials with variable properties which may be, for example 125

functionally graded whilst being chemically homogeneous. Using 126
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Fig. 2. Electron microscope images of Bacillus pasteurii growing in agar. (a) Shows bacteria cells without the presence of calcium. (b) Shows spherical faceted crystals of
calcium carbonate induced by the Bacillus pasteurii bacteria. (c) Shows a ^close-up image of a crystal whose surface is fractured, revealing bacteria cells embedded inside the
crystal structure. (d) Shows the network of fine filaments which connect the crystals together.

SB to achieve this would require being able to harness the biomin-1

eralization of simple, ^single-celled organisms such as bacteria to2

exhibit similar functions to much more complex organisms. Our3

experiments take this as a starting point and observe that the pro-4

cess of biomineralization using bacteria induce very small amounts5

of calcium carbonate.6

The core role of bacteria in inducing calcium carbonate for-7

mation is straightforward. Within bacterial colonies, CaCO3 for-8

mation is usually initiated by the release of Urease, which is a9

by-product of bacterial metabolic activity [27]. Urease ^hydrolyzes10

the urea within the environment leading to an increase in pH,11

which causes any calciummolecule to bindwith carbon, triggering12

the formation of crystals at nucleation sites within the influence of13

bacterial colonies [31].14

The function of bacteria in controlling biomineralization is,15

however, more complicated. Bacteria often form biofilms when16

they attach to a surface. Biofilms not only contain individual cells17

but also abundant extracellular structures known as extracellular18

polymeric substances (hereafter EPS) produced by the cells which19

contain DNA, proteins and polysaccharide. This helps the bacteria20

to adhere to surfaces and survive extreme external environments,21

aswell as forming resistance against antibiotics.Within the biofilm22

architecture, there are chemical diffusion processes which allow23

the bacteria to metabolize, communicate with one another, and24

specialize across the colony. These structures can be found at25

scales from micrometers (tooth plaque for example) to tens of26

centimeters (in sewage flock for example).27

3.2. Experiment 1: bacterial biomineralization: comparing two bacte-28

ria strains29

Bacteria provide a useful starting point for the study of biomin-30

eralization. While bacteria are much simpler than multicellular31

organisms, the process of biomineralization induced by bacterial 32

cells is similar to that found inmore complex assemblages such as, 33

for example, abalone shells [32,33]. Similarly, the effect of the EPS 34

is much easier to observe and analyze in bacteria. For these rea- 35

sons, bacteria are often used as a way of understanding the basic 36

mechanisms of biomineralization in more complex organisms. 37

The basic hypothesis being tested by the initial experiment was 38

that there would be significant differences in the material mor- 39

phologies produced by different biologically induced conditions. 40

This was tested using a series of simple microbiology experiments, 41

in which bacteria were incubated in conditions which were con- 42

ducive to biomineralization. In these experiments, we used two 43

Bacillus species, i.e. B. pasteurii and B. megaterium, to show the 44

different types of material structure resulting different bacteria 45

species within the same genus. 46

Growth medium was prepared using a recipe modified from ^ 47

[27], and then solidified by mixing with agar (a gelatin-like sub- 48

stance derived from seaweed). As control, samples of the two bac- 49

terial species were grown on agar plates containing rich nutrients 50

and urea without calcium chloride. Under this condition, both bac- 51

teria achieved normal growth, but no calcium carbonate was pro- 52

duced. To observe the formation of calcium carbonate crystals, the 53

Bacillus samples were grown on agar plates containing rich nutri- 54

ents, urea and a high concentration of calcium chloride. Bacterial 55

samples were streaked onto agar sample plates in three sections. 56

Cultures were then incubated at a temperature of 30 °C and, in the 57

cases of each of the bacteria, precipitation could be observed after 58

a 24 h growth period. 59

Fig. 2(a) shows an electron microscope image of the control 60

sample inoculated with B. pasteurii. The image shows thriving 61

colonies of bacteria, seen here as long tubular cells, with no sign 62

of crystal formation. Contrasting this to Fig. 2(b), we see that the 63
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Fig. 3. Electron microscope images of Bacillus megaterium growing on agar. Both (a) and (b) show evidence of large plate like crystals oriented to, seemingly, flow away
from the bacteria colony.

B. pasteurii culture grown using both urea and calcium chloride1

shows large, apparently multifaceted, spherical calcium carbonate2

crystals. This structural form is unique to calcium carbonate which3

has been crystallized in an environment rich in complex organic4

compounds [34]. Fig. 2(c) shows the same sample ^and makes5

evident the variation in scale between the bacterial cells and6

crystal. In this image, bacterial cells can be observed embedded7

into the surface of the crystal. It should also be noted that8

precipitation was observed across the whole plate.9

A striking feature of the B. pasteurii sample is the structures10

which connect the crystals through a network of, what seem to be,11

fine filaments (Fig. 2(d)). Further analysis of the filaments reveals12

they are not crystalline structures, and it seems likely (although13

further analysis will need to be carried out to confirm this) that14

they are composed of organic molecules. The nature and purpose15

of these filaments is not yet clear, but given their regularity and16

spatial relationship to the crystals, it seems plausible to suggest17

that they are related to crystal nucleation and growth, and are a18

visible part of the biofilm. It is striking that, in this B. pasteurii19

sample, the influence of the bacteria spreads beyond the colony20

itself and crystals are found across the whole plate. It is therefore21

possible that this network structure is extending the influence of22

the bacteria beyond its immediate environment.23

The B. pasteurii sample provides evidence of both unique crystal24

morphology ^and a biofilm structure which seems to interact with25

the induced materials. The B. megaterium experiment, on the26

other hand, produced much simpler structures (Fig. 3(a) and (b)).27

Crystals are flat ^and seem to follow the flow of the bacterial growth28

patterns, with no indication of a higher level structure. This lends29

support to the theory that the network of filaments found in the30

first sample was due to a reaction between the forming crystals31

and the extra cellular matrix of the bacteria, rather than to the32

agar substance. The B. megaterium sample also showed that the33

calcium carbonate only formed in very close proximity to bacterial34

colonies, which helps support the view that the network effect35

of the previous samples is not an artifact or a natural chemical36

process in the agar. While the basic process in both samples37

was the same, the radical difference in crystal morphology,38

distribution and the appearance of other structures indicates the39

importance of extracellular processes. These findings are backed40

up by others, for example [34], who have shown how the presence41

of EPS within a calcium carbonate crystallization environment can42

alter the characteristics of crystals, and substantially affect their43

morphology. Broadly speaking, differences in crystal morphology44

occur because of the presence and different concentrations of45

xanthan and amino acids. Experiments have also shown a direct46

relationship between cell growth and the presence of capsular47

polysaccharides (which compose a structural component of48

biofilms) [35] which may also help explain the structural network 49

patterns found in our B. pasteurii sample. One of the reasons for this 50

effect is likely to be that complex molecules found in the EPS bind 51

to the surface of the crystal, either prompting or inhibiting crystal 52

formation across specific faces of the crystal over specific times. 53

3.3. State spaces in biomineralization 54

The results presented in the experiments described above 55

are far from conclusive. However, the patterns and processes 56

observed do inform an understanding of material fabrication in 57

simple biological systems. ^First, the experiments highlight an 58

ambiguity in the production of biological materials because the 59

process of crystal formation cannot be attributed to the bacteria 60

alone. We cannot say that the bacteria directly produce calcium 61

carbonate crystals. Rather, bacteria influence their environment 62

through the release of compoundswhich induce calciumcarbonate 63

formation. However, even this account is limited. Mineral crystals 64

form as a by-product of cell processes but, as has been shown 65

in these experiments, the nucleation, extent and morphology of 66

the crystals is unique to different bacteria. These different forms 67

may be an evolutionary accident (it ^is not clear what purpose 68

biomineralization has in the context of communities of bacteria) 69

but they provide a clue to more complex biomineralization 70

processes produced by other multicellular, organisms. In the study 71

of material computation, a cell is responsive to its environment 72

(able to sense and adapt to inputs) and also constitutes thematerial 73

assemblage itself. However, in biomineralization the cell is a 74

factory for the production of proteins which ultimately induce the 75

formation of amaterial through their interactionwith very specific 76

environmental conditions. The minimal material unit in a bio- 77

induced mineralization process might therefore be considered to 78

be the calcium carbonate crystal or the DNA sequences responsible 79

for encoding the production of urease. To understand biological 80

material formation, the process needs to be understood in terms 81

of different state spaces of material organization. Based on the 82

experiment described above, we can define three interrelated state 83

spaces of material construction: Cellular, Chemical and Physical 84

spaces. 85

The cellular state space refers to processes which take place 86

from within the cell within a cell—specifically DNA and its 87

expression through the process of transcription and translation. 88

In the case studied above, the cell is directly responsible for the 89

production of extra cellular proteins, and through internal cell 90

metabolism, for the production of polysaccharides. The expression 91

of the Urease in Bacillus is not fully understand, but scientists 92

have found that urease can be induced in the presence of urea in 93
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other bacteria [36]. The cellular space can be manipulated through1

recombinant DNA and synthetic DNA approaches which either2

modify cells or attempt to create completely new cells. In our3

experiments, the radical difference inmaterial outcomes from two4

similar but different cellular state spaces is demonstrated through5

the use of two different strains of bacteria.6

The chemical state space is considered to be outside the cell,7

but is also in the direct chemical interaction with the cell itself8

and (as in the case of a biofilm) can be created or modified by the9

cells themselves. In our biomineralization experiments, the chem-10

ical space was, initially, composed of urea which may trigger the11

production of urease in the cell, Calcium in the agar, and the pres-12

ence of carbon in the air. Bacterial cells, however, progressively13

alter their chemical environment by releasing extra cellular ma-14

terials such as Urease, which alter the pH of the chemical environ-15

ment and induce mineralization.16

Finally the physical state space constitutes the physical forces17

and energy within the environment. In the bacteria experiments18

described above, for example, this state space is defined by the19

physical confines of the agar plate, the temperature of the growth20

environment, and the physical structure of the agar itself. Again,21

the physical space is altered by the bacteria and its extra cellular22

processes. In the case of theB. pasteurii, the appearance of filaments23

seems to suggest a physical infrastructure which supports the24

distribution of crystals.25

3.4. The design framework for a synthetic shell26

Using the model described above we can develop a design27

framework which articulates the role of the designer in defining28

the state space of biological material construction. To help illus-29

trate this framework, we can imagine a project in which a designer30

wants to create a synthetic shell consisting of a ^self-supporting31

three-dimensional structure composed of bio-induced calcium32

carbonate crystals, which are variegated through the shell’s section33

to provide different material properties. In addition, we can use34

Oxman’s model of ‘design drivers’ [37] to describe the different as-35

pects of the process of material articulation in terms of ^fabrication,36

assembly, materiality and geometry. In envisaging a model for bi-37

ological design, all of these processes are considered together in38

terms of their application to the design of a single object, but are39

also considered separately in terms of how they are defined in re-40

lation to specific methods of design. In the design of materials us-41

ing biomineralization, these processes are descriptions of material42

scale (molecular fabrication, micro assembly, and macro geome-43

try, Fig. 4) but, in addition, each is informed by an interrelated set44

of state spaces which may act at multiple scales.45

Each of these processes can be influenced by the combination46

of the three state spaces, i.e. the cellular, chemical and physical.47

There is a transaction between each state space which is distinct48

for each scale of material production. The designer has the option49

of manipulating or constraining each state space, which in turn50

influences the organization and eventual behavior of the material51

assemblage. These options are played out for material, fabrication52

and assembly in diagram (Fig. 5(a)–(c)) for the synthetic shell53

example. What the diagram shows are the information exchanges54

between the physical, chemical and cellular state spaces which55

define each scale of construction. However, in each instance it56

is also possible to imagine different starting points and different57

ways of constraining either the cellular, chemical or physical state58

space or a combination. This is achieved by controlling information59

held within the system and constraining the space of interaction,60

as done in the examples described in Section 2.3. To illustrate61

the design implications of this in more detail, we can focus on62

geometry (Fig. 6) by considering how to induce a biological system63

to distribute calcium carbonate into a ^shell-like structure.64

In the context of an abalone shell, as described above, the shell’s 65

shape and patterning are derived from a process of morphogene- 66

sis where soft tissues provide a surface on which biomineraliza- 67

tion can occur. Morphogenesis refers to the process by which cells 68

organize themselves into patterns. Studies in developmental biol- 69

ogy have shown that the molecular pathways, which enable cells 70

to interact with one another in order to ^self-assemble, are highly 71

complex often consisting of thousands of protein interactions [38]. 72

However, observations on the effects of cellular organization seem 73

to suggest that cells are, at some level, steered by simple rules. 74

Alan Turing in his seminal paper ‘The Chemical Basis of Morpho- 75

genesis’ [39] gave accounts of mathematical formulae which de- 76

scribe pattern generation of, for example, zebra stripes or account 77

for the spacing of teeth. The correlation between the computa- 78

tionalmodels and the observed characteristics of various biological 79

morphologies is compelling but not proven. However, it has been 80

proposed that, rather than attempting to bridge the gap between 81

cellular complexity and observed morphological patterns we can, 82

instead, design and program cells to reproduce behaviors which 83

follow patterns found in Turing equations through much simpler 84

cellular circuits. For example, Davies has presented some initial ex- 85

periments to attempt to program a Turing pattern to occur in cell 86

culture based on the genetic manipulation of cells such that they 87

produce promoter and inhibitor molecules which, by altering the 88

chemical gradients across a plate of connected (epithelial) cells, 89

can cause a gene responsible for producing a luminescent chem- 90

ical to be turned on and off in a phased pattern [40]. Davies has 91

suggested that there are ten basic mechanisms of animal morpho- 92

genesis [41] (see Fig. 7)whichdescribe howcells collaborate to pat- 93

tern tissues in biological systems. In each case, cells communicate 94

with one another to assemble and deform into ^three-dimensional 95

structures. 96

Given this understanding of morphogenesis, along with the 97

model of three state spaces, the designer would have a choice 98

of material articulation strategies (illustrated in Fig. 6). A cellular 99

approach would involve selecting and modifying the appropriate 100

genes. The information would then be held within the genes 101

and the cells would structure themselves into a desired form, 102

such that a scaffold is formed on which the mineral crystals can 103

be patterned. Alternatively, the designer could start by shaping 104

the physical environment itself, in effect creating a physical 105

mold, constrain the cell growth and promote mineralization on 106

a predetermined surface. This involves constraining the state 107

space of material production. The decision of which one of these 108

approaches to adopt depends on the designer’s intentions and the 109

complexity of the state space of manipulation (recent approaches 110

to this sort of biological fabrication are discussed in [42]). The 111

genetic factors responsible for morphogenesis may, for example, 112

be highly complex and well beyond the state of the art for genetic 113

programming. This could suggest a physical approach whereby 114

the appropriate scaffold would need to be built using physical 115

fabrication in amaterial, which could act as a substrate for the cells 116

and their chemical environments 117

Similar decisions would bemade for each aspect of thematerial 118

construction, i.e. fabrication, assembly, etc. The designer’s choice 119

in each instance is about what state space or combination of state 120

spaces to manipulate to achieve the desired result, based on issues 121

of complexity, technical viability and control. 122

3.5. Experiment 2: the interconnected state-space of biomineraliza- 123

tion 124

The framework discussed above describes the design of 125

biological materials and structures in terms of the state space 126

of living cells, and their physical and chemical environment of 127

construction. It is important to recognize that there are no clear 128
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Fig. 4. Diagrams to illustrate the processes of material articulation in creating a calcium carbonate abalone shell at different scales of construction.

distinctions in real biological systems between, for example,1

material assembly, fabrication and shape. Furthermore, because2

each state space is interconnected, changing one has implications3

for the others. This interconnectedness and nonlinearity is implicit4

in a material ecological approach to design but, in the context5

of SB the state space also includes the possibility of altering the6

elements of material production at a molecular level, through7

genetic engineering. Each scale of material production has its own8

logic but they are also connected. Without explicitly engineering9

the living organism, the way in which genes are expressed can be10

altered by manipulating the environment.11

To simply illustrate the effects of this multi-scale state space,12

we performed a short secondary experiment with a group of13

postgraduate architecture students to understand the implications14

on both geometry and crystal fabrication by specifically altering15

the physical state space for bacteria biomineralization.16

The students worked on the design of a series of ‘bioreactors’ of17

increasing complexity, both in terms of the number of variables18

tested and the deviation from more traditional agar plate type

experiments. Bioreactors are any engineered device which enables 19

or supports a biologically active environment. Three of the 20

bioreactors involved modifying the conditions of a regular agar 21

plate, and a fourth involved the use of a purpose built container. 22

In all of the experiments, the emphasis was on controlling the 23

physical conditions at the scale of their geometry. In the cases 24

shown here, B. pasteurii was used in the same mineralization 25

conditions (in terms of the chemical composition of the Agar 26

and the temperature of the incubation period). In each case 27

the bioreactor either provided a mold or a scaffold to hold the 28

agar and promote the growth of the bacteria (see [43] for more 29

extensive description of the experiment). Fig. 8 shows one of the 30

simple bioreactors with instructions on the preparation of the 31

agar substrate, and the locations in which the bacteria were to 32

be inoculated. The cultures were incubated for twenty-four hours 33

using both species of bacteria used in the earlier experiments. 34

Upon completion, samples were collected and prepared for further 35

analysis through Electron Microscopy. 36

The aim of the experiments was to create physical scaffolds 37

which would impact on the growth of the bacteria and thus the 38
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Fig. 5. Diagrams to show the interaction between different ‘state spaces’ to create, fabricate and assemble calcium carbonate crystals.

Fig. 6. Diagrams to show two possible scenarios for the construction of the shells geometry, as an aggregate of calcium carbonate crystals.

distribution of crystals. This meant controlling the geometry of1

biomineralization by altering the physical parameters of the space.2

What we discovered, however was that, in addition to controlling3

the geometry in terms of the aggregate precipitation of the crys-4

tals, the morphology of the individual crystals was also changed.5

The clearest demonstrations of this effect can be seen in the elec-6

tron microscope image in Fig. 9. This experiment consisted of an7

agar plate that had been modified to provide only thin channels8

into which the agar was poured (Fig. 8). The B. pasteurii was in-9

oculated in a circular well at one end of the channel. As expected,10

crystals were distributed along the channel evenmillimeters away11

from the bacteria colony. However, compared to the earlier sam- 12

ple (Fig. 2) the crystal morphology is significantly different—in this 13

case broken up into clusters of smaller crystals. The reason for this 14

is unclear given that all other factors are the same (including bac- 15

teria strain, agar composition, and temperature). We can hypoth- 16

esize, however, that altering the physical environment may have 17

altered the diffusion of extra cellular substances, such that crys- 18

tals had less time to grow (perhaps because the agar has tended to 19

dry out more quickly) or that growth has been constrained (per- 20

haps because the chemical diffusion has been limited by the nar- 21

row channel). In this case, the chemical and physical environment 22
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Fig. 7. The ten cellular mechanisms of morphogenesis based on the original diagram by Davies in [39].

Fig. 8. An example of a bioreactor created to constrain the growth of bacteria and the precipitation of calcium carbonate crystals. The diagram shows the experimental
protocol as well as the inoculation and sampling points on this modified agar plate.
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Fig. 9. Electron microscope images of the crystal forms taken from samples in the bioreactor shown in Fig. 8.

of biomineralization, and thus the control of fabrication and geom-1

etry, is shown to be strongly interrelated, even when the intension2

of this design exercise was to only influence the geometry of the3

material assemblage.4

4. Conclusion5

In considering the role of SB in the creation of new types of6

material,wehave provided a grounded speculation on, not only the7

possible outcomes of an SB approach to material production, but8

also a new set of design processes. These experiments are clearly9

limited and, although illustrative, only hint at the challenges10

which need to be overcome in developing a material system11

with SB. Many of the processes being observed are not yet fully12

understood ^and are difficult to assimilate in a design process.13

They have, however, shown that, in the case of bacterially induced14

biomineralization, nothing in the DNA of B. pasteurii, for example,15

encodes explicitly the faceted spherical crystals of calcium16

carbonate. We therefore suggest that, whilst SB emphasizes the17

primacy ofDNA in the creation and control of all biological systems,18

the state space of biological material construction is composed of19

different interrelated conditions and scales of interaction, each of20

which can be manipulated independently.21

Beyond the potential application domains of these newmaterial22

possibilities, the notion of engineering nature encourages design-23

ers to think in ways which are unfamiliar in relation to how the24

material world is and might be shaped. Early conceptualizations25

of SB as an engineering design discipline invoke a limited view of26

biological systems. Whilst inert materials are amenable to direct27

manipulation by the hands of the crafts person, biological systems28

are subject tomore indirect control or influence. In turn, the effects29

of such biological systems on material processes, such as mineral-30

ization, are also conducted under the indirect influence of biolog-31

ical processes through both physical and chemical control of the32

crystal’s state space. While this way of thinking about material ar- 33

ticulation appears alien to design practice, the broader notion of 34

state spaces of influence is not new to design discourse. It follows 35

that a material ecology approach, which understands the interre- 36

lation between material, fabrication and assembly in the context 37

of a dynamic reciprocity, naturally lends itself to application in the 38

design of real biological systems. The challenge for the designer 39

of material using SB is to tackle two main issues. The first is con- 40

cerned with how morphology is evolved through complex inter- 41

actions across scales and state spaces. The second is the need to 42

develop the appropriate tools andmethods of abstraction and rep- 43

resentation to design such systems prior to the actual biological 44

engineering, whilst at the same time understanding the emergent 45

complexitywhichwill inevitably challenge their design intentions. 46

In essence, SB and the material practice derived from it represent 47

the ultimate test of a material ecological approach to design. 48
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